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Anything that needs to be sorted can now be sorted. The high resolution 

SORTEX Z+ is the most efficient sorter for all types of commodities including 

rice, wheat, pulses, sesame, spices, coffee, cashews and peanuts. 

Its camera power, combined with PROfile shape recognition, delivers 

outstanding performance in the detection and removal of all types of colour 

defects and contaminants including sticks, hulls, husk, glass, stones, rotten 

and shrivelled nuts, subtle yellows and discolouration.

SORTEX Z+

Maximum product safety by removal of 

challenging foreign material (FM)

Converts low quality raw material into 

high value product

Highest efficiency, maximum yield 

increases profitability

The user-interface is simple, easy to set 

up and operate

Capacities to meet specific customer 

requirements

Protects brand reputation with 

consistent quality

Increases productivity with maximum 

uptime

Over 20,000 SORTEX installations in 140 

countries

Offers highest quality, after sales service 

with SORTEX Total Care
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Innovations for a better world.

RoastMaster™20 – uniform and efficient coffee roasting to the core. Now small 

and medium-sized companies can use cutting-edge roasting technology by 

Bühler. The RoastMaster™20 comes with a state-of-the-art control system 

including a touch screen for comfortable parameter optimization and process 

control. The proven drum roasting technology with variable drum speed and the 

separate cooling and heating fans assure perfect roasting of every single bean. 

High quality materials provide excellent operational reliability and make the 

RoastMaster™20 the ideal solution for all who ask for nothing less than a perfect 

product for a competitive price.

RoastMaster™20

PLC control system: Easy-to-use 

solution with integrated touch panel, 

parameter memory, temperature trend 

and safety features.

Flexible roasting profile for best 

flavour: Hot-air system with high 

proportion of convective heat transfer 

assures uniform roasting of every 

single bean for highest product 

quality.

Reliable drum roasting technology: 

Variable drum speed for optimal heat 

transfer and product quality.

Functional and durable machine 

design: High-quality materials and 

innovative features for a long lifetime 

and superior reliability.
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Innovative solutions for traditional whole wheat atta. Bühler’s pioneering process 

of Atta milling combines the tradition of hygienic processing and safe milling 

practices. It enables customers to produce Atta flour of best quality, while using 

less space and energy. As your partner, we look forward to provide sustainable 

solution for your Atta requirements.
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Innovations for a better world.



Innovations for a better world.

CenomicTM 3 – the full-volume bead mill for higher economics. A leading 

global technology partner offering not only high performance mills but also 

offer process plant engineering tailor made to suit your individual needs in 

the most cost-effective way.
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Innovations for a better world.

Bühler AG

Die Casting – Empowering Success. Do you want to boost productivity? 

Do you need a reliable die casting machine for aluminium or magnesium? 

Ecoline: a model series in four different sizes. Designed for a long life. 

With options available to meet your specific needs. Your benefits: Powerful 

injection unit, ideal range of sizes, robust technology, standardised models.
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The new Ecoline with multistep technology.
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UltraLine - designed today for tomorrow’s mills.

Introducing UltraLine - a step into the future. UltraLine - a technological triumph 

of rice processing - has brought about a revolution in the industry, achieving 

unprecedented levels of processing capacity and product quality. The ground-
TM TM

breaking design of the UltraWhite  and UltraPoly  establishes a new 

benchmark in excellence now achievable in the whitening and polishing of rice.

Innovations for a better world.
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